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Julia - We are very happy to have Douglas Sheldon here. I hope we can have a meeBng that can give
us a liCle bit insight about; ﬁrst of all, who you are? what you did in your life? And the other is also I
believe a lot of the listeners here today have several quesBons about many things.
Doug - The more quesBons, the beCer.
Julia – Yes, exactly. I have myself many quesBons in mind, and I hope you too. Many people in this
room are thinking: How to do, how to make it thru? Plus, all these compeBBon related quesBons and
so on. But ﬁrst, maybe you tell a liCle bit about your story? Shortly the life story of 50 years in the
music industry.
Douglas – It’s not short. I didn’t go to conservatory. I went to Liberal Arts School University. I had no
idea what I wanted to do in life. None. But I was very good academically. I could sing and surprisingly,
at the age of 9 I could conduct. So that got me involved with band choruses ant that kind of stuﬀ. But
I went to Liberal arts school, which means you end up with a degree that says that you are smart, but
you are actually not prepared to do anything other than – think.
Liberal art school?
Liberal Arts, that means, you know, that there is a music department, but you cannot take piano, you
cannot take voice, you cannot take violin. You take musicology courses, you know. You take literature,
you take philosophy. You take all sorts of things, that have liCle to do with the pracBcal way to go out
and make a living. So almost everyone that goes to liberal arts school end up going to Graduate
School, because he or she sBll have to ﬁnd themselves. By the way, I started out to be – do you know
what American football is? American basketball? I started out to be a football coach and I ended up –
here.
But, anyway, I didn’t know where to go to graduate school, so my professor sent me oﬀ to another
school. But they needed a conductor, so I got to conduct the University choir club, two of the,
actually, and study musicology. Right back to musicology, which in Bme I developed a distaste for
(that another longer story). Then my College asked me back to do the choir, as the conductor went on
a sabbaBcal. So, I went to the college choir, and we did one fall two hour tour, we did… There was a
men’s school, so we had equal voice repertoire, it was a men’s college. So we did on fall tour, two
hour program, we did another two hour program with the girl’s school with repertoire. Then we did a
Christmas program. then we did the Poulenc Gloria with the symphony 60 miles away. then we did in
March another tour. this is 5 programs! This is 10 hours of program for an amateur choir, at Liberal
arts school. Then we did the B minor mass. Then we came back, and I said: we are supposed to sing
at graduaBon, so let’s learn a new program. And, I sBll ended up, not knowing where I was going to
go or what I was going to do. To make a long story short, People thought - I met with audiBon arBsts
and I met managers – People thought I ought to be in the music business. But I’d not think I’d be in
the music business.
But I ended up with a Symphony, Rochester, New York. With a mad Hungarian-Swiss Conductor.
Nobody wanted to work with him. Everyone who worked with him, quit. So, they hired this kid, who
didn’t know any beCer to go and work with the music director. He ﬁred me once, but since what he

accused me of, was exactly the problem he created. He had to buy be, you won’t believe me, a Remy
MarBn, 10 AM in the morning, on the way to the rehearsal, which is his way of saying – I’m sorry. He
couldn’t actually say the words, I’m sure you met people like that. Anyway, then I had an argument
with the chairman of the board, because I didn’t think they paid me enough. And this guy in New
York said, “come to Columbia”, and I did-not-want-to-go. But they didn’t pay me enough, and I moved
in one week. I got stuck in Columbia, represenBng arBsts, which I knew NOTHING about. The biggest
arBst list in the world. I didn’t even know the arBsts! So, my educaBon became really fast track! They
didn’t have a training program, so you were on my own to learn it. In the end of the ﬁrst three weeks,
we were on the road, by bus. I was on the road for ﬁve weeks, city to city, university to university,
symphony to symphony. Trying to represent the arBsts of Columbia for to be engaged for concerts. I
ended up staying there, but I thought I’d three years, and if I learned it, if I did it well, maybe some
Symphony would ask me to go and work for them. This is what I wanted to do, go back to the
symphony business. Aeer three years Chicago oﬀered, and Boston… A lot of people. I turned down
nine jobs. I stayed at the very place at the 1. the place I didn’t want to be, and 2. where I didn’t think I
could do the job. And I ended up being chairman of the company.
Along the way, I had the great pleasure of working with a lot of arBsts, all of them good. Some of
them special. Some of the superlaBvely great. And they were part of my educaBon. Because I could
learn from them how they played, how they prepared, how they talked. What scared them, what
their goals where, why they DIDN’T meet the goals. And I learned from everyone who put on – all the
presenters who put on concerts. Whether they were university presenters or impresarios or arBsBc
people at symphony. Everyone knew something that I didn’t know. And I had to know what they
knew, or I would be successful. And my knowledge has only grown geometrical. So, in the end, I
managed Valery Gergiev 25 years, Ann-Sophie MuCer for 35 years, New York Philharmonic for 35
years. In the end, it was a real family, there was really strong relaBonships, professionally, arBsBcally
and humanly. And the basic message is, how do you survive? and you survive by knowing how to
learn and learn it at the fastest rate. And knowing how to make relaBonships that are BEYOND that
each want from each other. That’s my introducBon.

It’s the shortest I ever managed to do that, because there are many stories that are in between.
Julia – Yes, and I hope we will hear more of the stories the coming days. In more informaBon
conversaBon. Yes. So. Should I ask the quesBon? Or any of you have something in mind? The
quesBon?
Douglas – Is there only one quesBon?
Julia – There are many quesBons. I think a lot of young people who are sijng here, or are listening
the live stream , they are all very busy to understand What role compeBBons are playing in the music
industry and how the real agencies and people who are actually working with the arBsts, making a
living of it, can relate to the compeBBon industry. From your point of view?
Douglas – It’s a really complicated issue. There is no simple answer to the quesBon of compleBons.
Anybody here heard of Van Cliburn? (people chuckle). 1958 Van Cliburn won the Tchaikovsky
compeBBon in Moscow. And it was as big in newspapers around the world as of landing the ﬁrst man
on the moon. Because there was an 18 years old country Texas boy who went to Moscow and beat
the Russians at their game. There is nothing like it, not ever since. And that was the standard that
compeBBons there from was started to be measures aeer. Which today, doesn’t apply at all. But
that’s what it comes from. The interesBng part, you know there is always an interesBng issue – this is
such an interesBng subject, I can go on for hours! There is always the quesBon of “Is the jury
corrupt?” “Is the jury prejudiced?” “Is the jury poliBcal?” Is the Jury naBonal?” “Is the jury full of
people who are promoBng their students?”. In that compeBBon in 1958 – have you heard of Emil
Gilels? If you haven’t, go to YouTube and ﬁnd out about these guys! Because they set the standard of

piano. That’s your world! Don’t live in the 21th century, go back 100 years and ﬁnd out what
happened in the world of piano. I’m really serious! What happened was, Gilels went, when the jury
didn’t dare to announce Cliburn for poliBcal reasons, and Gilels went to Chrusjtjov, you know who
Chrusjtjov was? And Chrusjtjov said: “If he is the best one, you name him.”. This was in the cold war,
which was also not in your lifeBme, the event of all Bme. Today in the world, there must be around
250 compeBBons maybe more. I know a friend of mine tried to count them. Maybe more…
Philipp Scheucher - 700!
Douglas – How many?
Julia – Philipp says 700 compeBBons.
Douglas – Wonderful! So, it’s become a pathway. Look, if you went to a compeBBon like that, then,
your career basically exploded. No quesBon. And Cliburn exploded so much that at Bmes his career
exploded so much, that he could not go out on stage because he was to uncomfortably, the pressure
was to great. More and more concerts, more and more travels, more and more repertoire, more and
more criBcs. they last part of his life, he didn’t play at all. I had him in a concert 1992 in Miami. He
hadn’t played in Miami for 30 years and we had to talk him into playing this concert not for a tour, he
did it for a friend. Only Bme in his life, he walked out in the hall, there was 3000 people there. If you
don’t play for 30 years, you don’t ﬁll a house! But this was the impact of Tchaikovsky 1958 and
Cliburn. 3000 people there! And they stood up and clapped for 15 minutes! Nowadays when you win
a compeBBon, almost nobody claps. That’s a step, one of many steps. So, you have to ﬁgure out,
what the compeBBons mean to you. Can it be something posiBve? Or will it be something negaBve?
And there are a lot of people who talk down compeBBons nowadays. And there are compeBBons
that appear to be judged prejudicially. ON the other hand, I have been on juries 8 Bmes, I have been
chairman three. And I can tell you that there are many people working on deﬁning the system that
not can be played with, that not can be poliBcally, cannot be that this student can win because his
teacher is on the jury. It’s gejng much, much cleaner actually. I frankly believe in compeBBons. Does
anybody care why I believe in them?
Julia – Yes, please tell you?
Douglas – There is, if you are an arBst, which you are. You are engaged in the process of studying,
pracBcing, having lessons with teacher of people hearing you. It’s not …. what age you started at, it’s
not very long before you are being heard in comparison to other doing the very same thing. And you
are being judged, whether you know it or not, in comparison doing the very same thing. And this
never goes away. It doesn’t go away at any stage of you your life. And it is a compeBBon. And the
world has almost more musicians than it knows how to employ. There has to be a lot of musicians
that has to be preCy creaBve. About building a foundaBon for life and a ﬁnancial stability and growth
and the development. But the compeBBon part never goes away, it’s there before you even have to
do one. And if you walk on stage for a public, you are vulnerable for that public. If you go on for a
teacher, a conductor or an audiBon, you are vulnerable, you are being judged by that teacher, that
conductor or that audience. That’s your life! And there hearing other people all the Bme, who are
trying to do exactly the same thing that you are trying to do. So, the realisBc view is, you chose to do
that. You chose to be actor, who chose to compete. You can be beCer that - you can name who you
want to be beCer than. I had a pianist, he asked me to manage me once and he said: He had one
record, who got enormous rise from the New York Times. And ﬁnally, he told be what his goal really
was. And his goal was to have higher fee that Lang Lang. And to be more famous than Lang Lang.
What do you think of that goal? It has nothing to do with music, I can tell you that. And it has nothing
to do with arBstry. And it has nothing to do with career development. Everyone wants to be famous;
everyone wants to earn money; everyone wants to be in the spotlight. But you’re in a compeBBve
world. Anybody know about Opera? Have you ever heard of Franko Corelli? I’m sorry, I’m older than

you, so I bring up these things. I apologize, Franco Corelli was one of the great tenors in the history of
opera. And every Bme he had to go on stage, he was afraid. There wasn’t anybody greater. He had
one of the unusual voices of 20th century. There were Bmes at the Met, when he wouldn’t go out on
stage out of fear and anxiety and insecurity. That’s part of this world, if you are a performer, you are
always vulnerable to someone else. Someone is hearing you. someone is thinking about you.
Someone is deciding whether you play that well, or you didn’t play that well. It could be your family,
it could be your teacher, it could be your colleagues, it could be your friend, it could be an audience,
it could be an audiBon, it could be a conductor. There could be other musicians. It’s your life.
So, that’s a long story. Now we’re back to Why be afraid of compeBBons. why? Think of which ones
you could get something good out of, even if you don’t win. there are so many compeBBons, you
can’t ﬁnd a living persons who can tell you who took the 10 gold medals in compeBBons in year 2019.
Nobody knows that. There’s too many. How many knows who won the Tchaikovisky piano
compeBBon 2019? How many don’t know? It’s nearly a ﬁey-ﬁey.
Julia – All pianists knows […in the audience]
How many compeBBons are there, I said 250, somebody said vastly more than that? You only know
Tchaikovsky, because you think it’s the most important. Do you know who won that last Cliburn
CompeBBon? Do you see, doesn’t it get smaller? How many of you know – and this one you beCer
get! – How many of you know who won Beijing 2019? it got less! Do you want to hear my quesBon?
Are you ready for this? Are you really interested in this business?? Why are you here? Who don’t
even know about your own business?
I do three courses, I’m not just a manager. I have a lot of young people. And I have a church choir next
to a choir college. Some of my singers are from the choir college. If I ask you who Björling was, how
many knows him? How many knows who Gribaldi was, even if I asked who Tokhanova was, how many
knows her? She is more recent than the ones I menBoned. They have no idea, why does this bother
me? They are studying voice. They have no sense of the history of the ﬁrst 70 years of the 20th
century, all the great voices. Don’t you want to know who set the standard for you? Don’t you want
to know what the standard is? If you play at Carnegie, maybe it’s beCer you don’t know that
Rubinstein played there. Maybe it’s beCer you don’t Horowitz played there. Because it ought to scare
you. Enough to be sure, that you know yourself , your art and that you conBnually working to raise
you standard of that what you do. Does that cover compeBBons for the Bme being?
Julia – yes
Julia – In what ways do you think compeBBons can harm you?
Douglas – I only think they can harm you, if you want them to. Sorry, I’m a liCle old school. I think, if
you want to be stressed out, you can be. If you accept the feeling of being pressured, and that’s
something that become part of your life, I think you are making a mistake. It can only harm you, if you
are convinced the pressure are too great. Why should it be? You know in advance what the
requirements are, you know what you have to prepare. You know when you have to go there. You
have people supporBng you. The only quesBon is if you win or not. So, if not winning will going to
destroy you, what will you do when you get bad reviews? It’s not diﬀerent. So, I don’t think they can
hurt you, unless you and those around you put you in the mindset where you believe in.
CompeBBons can simply be a growing experience. Whether it’s in repertoire, whether it’s in learning
to go on stage under pressure. Whether you learn to work with the conductor who are not very good
for you to work with, that’s true in a lot of compeBBons, but you sBll have to play. Why should that
scare you? It’s not going to be any diﬀerent.
Julia – When you have for several years any established name or career, many people are afraid of be
put in the judgement again, because it can happen not only that you don’t play well or get nervous,

but also that, like you said, some corrupBon stories. And it can be very heavy, if you already have
some established something and found your worth like a musician. But sBll want to develop the
career. I have noBced that many are afraid of going in exactly this situaBon to compete. Because it’s
not very funny to drop out publically, on live stream. Maybe somebody is pushing somebody, and you
never know unBl you are actually there what will actually happen. What would you say about this?
Sheldon - I think the world is much more wide open now. Because Tchaikovsky compeBBon what got
a very corrupt reputaBon in the 80th and the 90th. they conductor Valery Gergiev was asked to take it
over in 2011. His mission was to clean it up. That was the mission. PuBn himself said, you have to ﬁx
this, because it hurts the image of the Russian country. I managed Gergiev, and I’m very close to him.
I found for him the manager, the person, who managed that compeBBon. Piano, violin, cello and
voice. And that guy had them stream every part of the compeBBon. Every part of each of the four,
piano, violin, cello and voice, from the ﬁrst round, streamed around the world. And it hadn’t
happened before. What happened? In that case, 10 million people took a hit on that compeBBon.
That changes the deﬁniBon what the audience prize is. That changes the deﬁniBon of “Do you know
what the judges heard, or do you not know it?” Because a lot of this was a about the judges, was of
course was of WHAT was reported. Now you see the judges, now you hear them play. It opened up, it
set a new standard. I think that happen in a lot of places. Every jury I have been on, the discussion
was always, how do we get this the most objecBve and the cleanest? We didn’t even allow the judges
to talk to each other about any compeBtor unBl aeer the compeBBon was over. And they could be
your best friends. But the rules where: Don’t talk, you listen, make your notes, make your judgement,
keep you notes, make your decisions along the way. And you could only discuss is aeer the ﬁnals
where decided. And that’s because you may have a Be. You see the ﬁnal results, it always work out.
SomeBmes aeer you have to work out to what to do with the Be. I think all of that is much cleaner
now. Am I on subjeC, or am I on subject?
Julia – it’s anyway very interesBng
Sheldon: I don’t think anything can hurt you, unless you have a propensity to being afraid of it. What
is it you have to do? You can rely on your technique and your intellectual approach, and play without
any personal involvement, without even paying much aCenBon to the audience, you can do that. It’s
possible to do it, some do. Or you can play, being involved in the music and being involved with the
audience. I don’t mean in terms of showmanship. I mean enjoying the fact that you are there playing
for them. And enjoying the music and ﬁnding in the music something beyond that was is technical
and that what is academic. That is a vulnerability, because what will happen to anybody that go on
stage? He has criBcs. Period. So, there is a story, how many knows who Sir Georg SolB was, the great
conductor? He was in London, and Gergiev was conducBng at Covent Garden and Gergiev gave him a
dinner, thirty people. Gergiev was a young man and he got this fantasBc review, of Otello. He was
telling everybody at his table, because he was so excited about it. And SolB went [Douglas ﬁrmly
clapping Julia’s arm to show] “Stop that, young man!”. He conBnued, “Stop that!”, three Bmes. And
ﬁnally, SolB said (actually he adored Gergiev, but Gergiev was much younger) “Young man, if you
want to believe good reviews, then you have to believe you bad reviews.”. What is he saying? “DO
YOU KNOW WHAT YOUR STANDARD IS OR DO YOU NOT?”. That’s what he’s saying. And that’s the
hardest for an arBst to do, because you look always to someone else to tell you if it’s good. This is
deeper than just sijng down, learning the piano. There is an emoBonal, and an intellectual manner
of maturity of becoming and arBst. And you have to know yourself. That’s the hardest thing for
anybody to do whether you are an arBst or not.
But most people don’t go and play before a thousand people or New York Times criBc. Or be
streamed, you know. If you are streamed in a compeBBon, to a whole country, will you be afraid of
that? What am I trying to get at? Get rid of your fears, get immersed in the music. You are in one of
the most vulnerable professions possible. You and actors. What do you think about a singer, when
they walk on stage? At least you can blame the piano, if you have a good one, or you don’t. Singers,

who they going to blame? Their instruments are inside them. And they are vulnerable. They voice
doesn’t work as well as some piano keys. But that’s our world.
Julia – I move to the quesBon, passing beyond the compeBBons. Do agencies follow, aeer
compeBBons, looking up… Do they follow?
Douglas – The trouble is, I give big complicated answers, you know. There are no simple answers, I
don’t have any simple answers. There was a Bme of course, when agents ran aeer compeBBons,
trying to pick up the gold medalists. I don’t think that’s true today. No compeBBons have such a big
standing. and it has been proven, that all gold medalists don’t go on successfully, they just don’t.
SomeBmes it turns out the third medalist has the long standing career.
I think, everything comes out of connecBons. I don’t mean connecBons the way poliBcians talk about
connecBons. when you start out as an arBst… You know when you drop a stone in a pond, then
ripples come, and then more and more. You’re the stone, What’s the ﬁrst ripple? the parents. What’s
the second? your ﬁrst teacher. What’s your third one? People emanaBng from what you are doing
with your parents and your teacher. It may be another teacher; it may be someone you play chamber
music with. And as this goes on, your ripple of friends, your ripple of context, your networking,
expands. and what you get, even from an early age, the intensity, the quality or the sincerity for the
growth inﬂuences how fast and how far these ripples going to go, and how big they going to get. So
when you get to pre-college, you ought to have a lot of people you already believe in you, that know
about you. That have their own word of mouth. Then goes to compleBons, and it includes other
musicians. You can go to a compeBBon, compeBng against two or three people, that ends up that you
are best friends for the rest of your lives. Maybe even though, that he won, and you didn’t. Because
you learned to how admire, who each person was, and what you were accomplishing. And agents are
the same way. Agents manage the people the are mostly connected to. No maCer how they get it. I’m
in New York one day, and I get the telephone from Lorin Maazel, one of the great conductors.
Cleveland Orchestra, PiCsburgh Symphony, New York Philharmonic, Vienna Opera…. He called me
from Berlin and said, “I just heard this fantasBc violinist, and I want you to manage him!” I said
“who?” and he gave me a name I never heard of. I said, “why are we so excited about this?” “Doug,
this young man plays in the most noble style I’ve heard since Nathan Milstein”. (You know who
Nathan Milstein is?) And he talked me for ﬁve minutes, and I said good buy, and I called, (This was
Frank Peter Zimmermann) and I called his manager in Berlin and said I wanted to manage Frank. I’ve
never met Frank, I’ve never seen a picture of him and I’ve never heard him play. Then the way Lorin
talked about him, the way Lorin explained his arBstry, his musicality – was enough. This is in the
whole world; we are all in this - Jaap van Zweden said, “take this one”. The people you meet,
inﬂuence your direcBon.
You inﬂuence them, how well you play. How well you play, how well you relate to them.
-Where is Noah, is Noah here? We were talking about relaBonships, right? So much of the success in
your life are the relaBonships you make, and sustain. Based on friendship – yes, standard of music,
understand fo music and career. Together, why? You enforce each other. ArBsts all the Bme talk to
other arBsts, all the Bme. Friends, managers, orchestras and agents. And they either say posiBve
things, or they say negaBve things. The negaBve things are based on not having a relaBonship and
having a prejudice. The posiBve is based on some kind of relaBonship. You’re responsible for you own
relaBonships. For sustaining them, for understanding them, for lejng them grow. There is a lot to be
said. Look: you can let people come in here and say, you have to be social media savvy. Or maybe
even some higher level than just savvy, you have to be a social media expert, to get your name out, to
get your name out, to get your face out, to get your proﬁle out, to get your music out. And they are
not wrong. Some will say to you “you need a recording, or you need a video”. Nobody will make that
for you, you are on your own to ﬁgure out how to get that done. And the video of you playing has
almost become a calling card, not a commercial item, a calling card. “This is who I am. Hopefully will
you listen and look at it, and we can work together.”. That’s now what the business is. You are

creaBng you own image – yes, thru relaBonships – yes, thru social media – yes, thru videos. The one
that one that will sustain you the most are the relaBonships in the context you can sustain.

Julia – and then maybe we have some ﬁnal quesBons. What would be your advice to the young
generaBon of very promising talents? How to think? What to do? The answer can be complicated
here too. What is most important to think about?
Doug – Well not only, we talked about compeBBve. The business of music is compeBBve. There are
lot of wonderful musicians who thought they were to play in Carnegie Hall and instead of now play,
what is now called David Geﬀen Hall, are sijng in 1st violin secBon of the New York Philharmonic.
There are members who thought they would be soloists, who are now members of the Shanghai
quartet, or any other quartet. You have to ﬁnd what suits for you. What your talents is, what your
collaboraBons are. What your interest is. It may take you into chamber music, it may take you into
even to orchestra playing. You know, if you are in the Met Orchestra in New York, you have a very
good living, I can tell you that. And you sBll have Bme to out and play chamber music and teach.
There are all sorts of musical careers. If you want to have a solo career, you need to deﬁne purpose,
focus and intensity - that is preCy rare. It’s not going to come easily. and you need all the help you
can get. But the people around have to know, that’s that is your direcBon. That everything you’re
doing is focused on that. That has to do even with your habits, or how you pracBce. What’s your
pracBce, when your pracBce, what repertoire do you take out. How do you react to your teacher, is
that the right teacher? Or do you need to take another step? But it’s not going to happen – how do I
put this – arBsts create their own career, from their own intensity. That I believe in. And everything I
talked to you about, is kind of… I don’t try to give you some easy answers, because I don’t believe
there are any easy answers about this. I have managed arBsts who didn’t understand their own
repertoire. It’s not that they couldn’t play it, they could play it. But if someone sits and tells me: “I
have 56 concerB”. What? “I have 56 concerB” I say, which ones can I talk to orchestras about? “I have
56, I can play anyone”. It’s not true. I don’t care if he actually learned every one of them, it’s not true.
In that case he is not a performer, he is a librarian!
I asked Lang Lang: “how many concerB do you have, how many do you know?” He said “44”. I said
“Now, Lang Lang, ok…” He said, “24 I’ve memorized”. Even that’s unusual, 24 memorized. It’s
doesn’t mean however that he OWNS 24 concerB. It doesn’t mean that each of those 24 is something
that he uniquely gives something to. So you can say “what’s your party piece?” Do you know the
deﬁniBon of a party piece? Did you ever have that discussion? That’s supposed to be the one you get
up in the morning and you go to the piano and you can play it whether you drank the night before or
not. Does that make you a great arBst? It makes you a technician. so the quesBons is “what do you
own?” Such that, when you express it, it touches somebody. It opens their ear, it opens their mind, it
opens their heart – or their spirit. That’s what music is – it’s communicaBon.
It’s not about you! As much I told you it’s about you. Now, it’s whether you can take that and put it
oﬀ as footlight, so to speak, and make it real to somebody else. And that’s the goal, it has to be the
goal. There are diﬀerent ways to do it, and there are successful people who are doing this not quite
the way you and I are talking about it today. Ok, so what? You look at any profession, there are
people that you - I like this one, but I don’t like that one. Because of how they do it, or how they
communicate. I’ve dealt with enough of arBsts, that I also feel preCy strongly that you have to have a
whole life. You have to have a whole life, that is healthy beyond the life you have with the piano,
beyond your relaBonship with your teacher. Because what you do is highly intelligent, highly
emoBonal and highly vulnerable. That’s all of life, you know. How many have heard of children, who
never speak to their parents again as soon as they get out of their house. What went wrong with
that? Who’s fault is that? there is are vulnerability in every possible relaBon, so the quesBon is – how
do you grow? Not just as an arBst, but how do you grow as a person? And if you healthier as a
person, probably you are healthier as an arBst. But if you are NOT…? One of the best pianists I ever
heard, I’ve heard a lot of pian ists, you believe that, yeah? Back before Rubinstein. the best I ever

heard – had to visit a psychiatrist ﬁve Bmes a week, because of his anxieBes. “What is I don’t play this
perfectly?” “What will the criBc say?” “What will the audience think?” And he became one of the
giganBc cancellers of all Bme. It’s not that he couldn’t play, he was one of the best possible. But he
would get afraid, and when he got afraid, he would cancel. He called me up and said, “I can’t play
Mozart this summer, in New York”. I said, Why not? You prepared this for two years? You had
performances leading up to it, I know you can play it. and then he named the criBc of New York
Times. “He will be there, and he will give me a bad review, and I can’t play there”. All these emoBons
go thru and arBsts head someBmes, someplace, somewhere. The quesBon then becomes, what is
your emoBonal maturity? It’s not purely your technique, it’s not your level of arBstry, what is your
musical sophisBcaBon. You know, what is your emoBonal maturity? I’m a big believer that you can’t
do any of this without having a philosophy about how you do it. And without understanding and
knowing yourself. How many have ever read any Socrates? That’s where the original phrase “Know
yourself” came from. Five thousand years old. Human beings don’t change. We have the same
vulnerabiliBes; we have the same aspiraBons. It’s a quesBon how we learn to manage our life and
emoBons - and our habits. A lot has to do with what’s your habit of thinking about music? what’s
your habit of learning music? What’s your habit of learning NEW music? What’s your habit of
pracBcing? Is that taking you posiBvely to where you need to take? Aeer you learn a piece? Literarily,
I had a pianist, this will be interesBng, I had a pianist that needed to play the Chopin 2 with the New
York Philharmonic. And he called me up in November for a date in January and said “I need to
cancel”. I said “Why do we have to cancel? We planned all of this. this is in January, and we are in
November.” “I won’t be ready” he answered. “Well, I need 300 hours at this concerto.” Did you ever
spend 300 hours on ONE concerto? Anybody?
Aristo Sham – Eventually… [Audience laughs]
Doug - The pianist answered to Doug “I have marked all the hours with conductors, and it only sums
up to 196 hours.” Well, I’m not a pianist, but I was doing everything but pulling my hair out. I couldn’t
talk him into doing it. Part of it, was not that he couldn’t play it, this is one of the best pianists, and I
know a lot of pianists. It’s not that he couldn’t play it, he said he couldn’t funcBon. And he had these
fears. So, I asked him if you need to learn a new concerto, how many hours? And he answered “30
hours”. Ok, I know violin is diﬀerent than piano, I’m not a fool. Lorin Maazel once said “Doug, do you
know there are 50 thousand notes Rachmaninov piano concerto No. 3?” Of course, I don’t know, but
I believe Lorin, if anybody counted them, he did! “So, you need 30 hours. WAIT, you spend a lot more
hours thinking about it, Doug said. That’s your quesBon, what are you thinking about it? Because
music is HERE [poinBng to the head] and HERE [poinBng to the heart]. This is just the way to do it
[mimicking playing the piano].
Julia – on this note we probably thank you for this wonderful seminar. This was absolutely wonderful
to hear, everything. We now have a recording of this, and we will look again and discuss everything
what you just told us.
Doug – Oh, la la!!!
Julia – SomeBmes is eye opening to hear…
Doug – Well there are three possibiliBes: Either it bored you, scared you or inspired you. You take the
choice.
Julia – we look forward meeBng your more informal the coming days, and we welcome you to
Sweden. Thank you!

